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Referee comment on "Tolerance of soil bacterial community to tetracycline antibiotics
induced by As, Cd, Zn, Cu, Ni, Cr, and Pb pollution" by Vanesa Santás-Miguel et al., SOIL
Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/soil-2021-104-RC1, 2021

The authors Vanesa Santas-Miguel et al investigate the microbial antibiotic tolerance
under heavy metal pollution from soils with and without prior heavy metal pollution. In a
very complex microcosms experiment  of repeated incubations the authors demonstrate
that antibiotic and heavy metal tolerance is linked to heavy metal pollution heredity.  This
combined effect of antibiotics and heavy metals on soil microbial growth is attributed by
the authors as co-tolerance. This work depicts interesting relationships among heavy
metals and antibiotics on microbial growth, and those relationships are quantified as
toxicity index, PICT and IC50.

The authors should revise their manuscript carefully for English grammar and specifically
the use of clause sentences. Furthermore the authors should introduce the current state of
the art with relevant data and numbers and later on elaborate and interpret their findings
on their discussion. Also, the authors should briefly explain why the selected heavy metals
are of importance.

Equally the authors should explain their experimental design in a concise and clear way.
For example, the addition of an experimental design schematic would greatly illustrate
their complex experiment design of numerous incubations. Adding on that aspect, the
authors should express their opinion and justification why so little soil (1.7 g) was used for
the subsequent incubations.

Please comment why sterile water was used instead of PBS to extract soil microbes, which
is rather common in soil biology. The authors should consider that any solution will party
extract intact microbial cells from soil and discuss how this affects their interpretation.

It is also essential to differentiate between total and bioavailable heavy metal
concentrations. This should be made clear to the reader and also it should be discussed



later on in the manuscript.

L145 is very interesting that those number differ from others, however the authors should
discuss why there are differences.

Please also explain the logical arguments when comparing soil microbial data with those of
higher organisms in lines 158 and 161. Is there a common mode of action or biological
link between them? Can those numbers actually be compared?

The authors should discuss their reasoning behind selecting 1000 mg/kg for their polluted
soil treatment. In their introduction it is illustrated that heavy metals and antibiotics
accumulate in soil slowly- slowly by repeated depositions. One could argue that a polluted
soil might have lower levels of pollutants. The authors should justify their approach.
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